
EXTRAORDINARY THINGS TO SEE AND DO!

MADRID

SAVE TIME & MONEY
 BY ADDING THE FUN TODAY!
Please ask your travel advisor for live pricing and availability

Marvel at the Royal Monastery of El Escorial, a World Heritage Site by
UNESCO. See the Hapsburg’s Palace, the King’s Mausoleum, and the Basilica.
Visit the Valley of the Fallen, an underground church topped with a 152-meter
cross. Dive into a fascinating mix of cultures in Toledo. 

Choose a 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5-day pass, and then take your pick of these top Madrid
attractions.

Experience one of the most beautiful and best-preserved palaces in Europe.
Accompanied by a knowledgeable local guide, skip the busy admission lines and
explore the Royal Palace's many sites including the great Royal Chapel, Grand
Staircase, Apartment of Kings and the Crown Room.

A ‘must do’ for all football fans, with the help of an expert guide, explore the
famous Santiago Bernabeu Stadium, home of Real Madrid Football Club and
absorb the history of the most successful European team of the 20th Century.

This experience combines all the elements of the Madrid Highlights sightseeing
tour with skip-the-line admission to the world famous Museo del Prado, where
you will discover one the world's finest collections of art.

With unlimited hop-on/hop-off opportunities, the Madrid Vision Double Decker
Bus routes take in all the leading city attractions and is a great way to explore
Spain's capital at your own pace..

Explore one of the most modern stadiums in Spain at your own pace. Discover the
“Territorio Atleti”, the stadium’s museum, where you can take an interactive
journey into the world and culture of the team from its foundation in 1903 until
today.

Your morning starts with a Madrid sightseeing tour introducing you to the city's
history and taking in some of the best known and best-loved sites. Afterwards,
head to Madrid's Royal Palace, skip the often huge entrance queues and explore
one of the most beautiful and best-preserved palaces in Europe.

Join a half-day tour to the beautiful city of Toledo. Stroll around its Old Town and
wonder at the fascinating mix of cultures. Visit one of the most important
Cathedrals of Spain and enjoy a guided tour through the same. Make the most out
of the free time provided and explore the city on your own.

A great way to get your bearings and learn more about this diverse city, the Madrid
Highlights tour introduces you to the history that has shaped its development and
takes you to some of the Spanish capital's best known and best loved sites.

Madrid Highlights and Skip The Line Prado Museum

Civitas Metropolitano Tour Museum and Panoramic Tour

Go City: Madrid All-Inclusive Pass

Real Madrid Stadium Tour

Madrid Hop-on Hop-Off Double-Decker Bus Tour

Madrid Highlights Sightseeing Tour

Toledo Half Day Morning Tour with Guided Cathedral Tour

Skip-the-Line-Royal Palace Guided Tour

Royal Monastery of El Escorial & Valley of the Fallen & Toledo
Half Day Tour

Madrid Highlights and Skip the Line Royal Palace Tour

From
£40 Adult
£30 Child

From
£22 Adult
£10 Child

From
£34

From
£25 Adult
£19 Child

From
£61 Adult
£51 Child

From
£54 Adult
£40 Child

From
£40 Adult
£30 Child

From
£26 Adult
£20 Child

From
£90 Adult
£68 Child

From
£48 Adult
£36 Child


